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Aneta Grzeszykowska
Through Nov. 18.
Lyles & King
106 Forsyth St.
Downtown
646 484 5478

The Polish photographer’s new series, “Mama,”
has an unsettling, if sometimes comic, premise.
She appears as a lifelike silicon replica,
truncated below the waist—a creepy doll for her
young daughter to play with. One group of
images is elegantly spotlighted on the gray walls;
another is displayed in a bound album. The little
girl discovers her clone mother in a black
garbage bag under a owering tree; she
transports the doll in a wheelbarrow; she applies
red paint to the doll’s face, evoking Cindy
Sherman’s and Laurie Simmons’s uses of
surrogates but also the self-splintering, evenself-obliterating, quality of motherhood itself.
Grzeszykowska may be in charge behind the
camera, but she’s also a hostage to her oﬀspring.
— Johanna Fateman
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“Bruce Nauman”
Through Feb. 18.
Museum of Modern Art
11 W. 53rd St.
Midtown
212 708 9400
Website

Tickets

This immense retrospective, titled
“Disappearing Acts,” which continues at
MOMA PS1, in Long Island City, is a
discontinuous parade of creative brainstorms
that tend toward engul ng installations of
sculpture, lm, video, neon, and sound, any of
which might anchor the whole career of a less
restive artist. Nauman began, in the mid-sixties,
by testing an idea that anything an artist does in
an artist’s studio must be art. He made videos of
himself walking in rote patterns and sawing on a
violin tuned to D, E, A, and D; the tapes are
boring on purpose, meant to bring the droning
passage of recorded real time into the real time
of exhibition spaces. All of Nauman’s works are
partly—or largely—ordeals for viewers. He will
not beguile. He is often humorous to the point
of slapstick, but never ironic. What does it take
to tolerate, much less to esteem, such art? It
takes a commitment equalling that of the artist
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—making of the show an adventure that Goings
is as
on
much ethical as it is aesthetic.
About Town
— Peter Schjeldahl
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Joyce J. Scott
Through Nov. 10.
Blum
176 Grand St.
Downtown
212 244 6055
Website

Rousing while ravishing, these gurative
sculptures—in colorful blown glass, elaborate
beading, wire, thread, and found objects—
expound the world view of this 2016
MacArthur fellow. She personi es Harriet
Tubman, for example, as a colorful, three-and-ahalf-foot-tall Buddha. Scott, who is AfricanAmerican, adapts the objects, forms, and
techniques of African art to unfailingly
inventive ends. In “War Woman II” (2014), a
carved gurine rises from a ring of cast-glass
guns. She stands on a platform of crazed-mosaic
glass which is supported by the heads of the
family that she is spectacularly ready to protect.
Scott’s themes often allude to worldly evils, such
as rape and sex traﬃcking, but always with an
irrepressible buoyancy and drop-dead beauty.
She is formidable and a great deal of fun.
— Peter Schjeldahl
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Denise Scott Brown
Through Dec. 22.
Carriage Trade
277 Grand St.
Downtown
646 863 3874
Website

Remember “Learning from Las Vegas”? The
1972 book by Brown, Robert Venturi, and
Steven Izenour fractured modernist
architectural complacency with the plastic
explosives of Pop vernaculars. Casino signage
was suddenly in; Miesian chastity was on its way
out. This avorsome small retrospective of
photographs, lms, and documents by Brown,
circa 1956-66, tells a backstory of the eureka
moment. The works aren’t art. They’re more
interesting. Brown’s photographs anatomize
novelties that—except for nned cars, say, or
foot-long chili dogs priced at thirty cents—still
secrete a heady elixir of newness. A lm camera
strapped to the hood of a car explored sights of
the desert city’s phantasmagorical Strip by day
and its neon-choked downtown by night—a
motorized avatar of Keats’s Cortez when he
came upon the Paci c Ocean and beheld it with
“a wild surmise.”
— Peter Schjeldahl
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Jennifer Wynne Reeves
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Through Feb. 3.
The Drawing Center
35 Wooster St.
Downtown
212 219 2166

Unabashed sentimentality and formalist trickery
mix in the artist’s rst institutional exhibition.
(It is also, sadly, posthumous; she died, of cancer,
in 2014, at the age of fty-one.) Small-scale
paintings hang on violet walls, vivid Surrealist
landscapes punctuated by collage elements and
painterly jokes. In one lush work, from 1995, an
isolated shack awaits a distant tornado made of
scribbly graphite, while putty-like daubs in
autumnal hues (pigment squeezed straight from
the tube) suggest both a pile of leaves and an
anti-illusionist stance. Other works convey the
intensely personal nature of Reeves’s approach.
The handwritten page aﬃxed to a creamy
ground in “Swallow,” from 2013, might have
been torn from a diary. “The swallow drops a
white pearl into the river,” it says. Revealing
something of Reeves’s ambition for her
inimitably scrappy art, it continues, wistfully, “If
only I could make a gem like that and bead a
benediction out of shit.”
— Johanna Fateman
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“Martha Rosler: Irrespective”
About Town
Through March 3.

Explore

Jewish Museum
Fifth Ave. at 92nd St.
Uptown
212 423 3200
Website

Artwork © Martha Rosler

Self-absorption at the expense of social
awareness may seem like an Instagram-born
epidemic, but consider the Emperor Nero’s
theatrics as res were ravaging Rome. Since the
mid-nineteen-sixties, the trenchant
Conceptualist Martha Rosler has been ghting
art-as-escapism with photomontages,
videotapes, and installations, targeting the
hypocrisy of war, sexism, gentri cation, and
other concerns that remain disconcertingly
relevant. Rosler is also funny—her montages, an
ongoing project that began in the Vietnam era,
anticipated the Internet’s viral memes by
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decades—and she understands the powerGoings
of
on
humor to drive a point home. Rosler’s sixAbout Town
minute-long cooking-show parody, “Semiotics
Explore
of the Kitchen,” from 1975, rivals the deadpan
comedy of William Wegman, as she turns knife
skills into a raging feminist critique. That piece
is on view in the Brooklyn-born and -based
artist’s career survey “Irrespective,” which opens
at the Jewish Museum on Nov. 2.
— Andrea K. Scott

ART

MUSEUMS AND LIBRARIES

“Sterling Ruby: Ceramics”
Through March 17.
Museum of Arts and Design
2 Columbus Circle
Midtown
212 299 7740
Website

The glossy, kiln- red pinch pots on view—the
Los Angeles-based artist describes them as
“basins”—might suggest ashtrays were they not
the size of bumper cars, a formal decision that
undercuts the anti-monumental subversions
often associated with clay. The surfaces of the
sculptures, dimpled and striated, are glazed in
copper red, aqua, and cobalt tones that suggest
geological phenomena. Part of an ongoing
series, which Ruby began in 2011, the shallow
vessels cast a wide net of aﬃnities: children’s art
projects, traditions of abstract assemblage,
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vandalism, and even heavy-metal aesthetics.
Goings on
“Basin Theology/Styx Boat,” made in 2017,
About Town
might be a remnant of charred pie or a raft of
Explore
trash headed for Hell.
— Johanna Fateman
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Hilma af Klint
Through Feb. 3.
Guggenheim Museum
Fifth Ave. at 89th St.
Uptown
212 423 3500
Website

Tickets

When the Swedish painter and mystic Hilma af
Klint died in 1944, at the age of eighty-two, she
left instructions that none of her work be shown
until twenty years after her death, including her
magnum opus—a hundred and ninety-three
paintings, made between 1906 and 1908,
intended for display in a temple only sketchily
conceived, much less built. Seventy-six of those
are on view in this abbergasting retrospective,
titled “Paintings for the Future.” A case is being
made by some art historians that af Klint was
the inventor of abstract painting, beating
Wassily Kandinsky to the title by ve years. But
the claim compels only if you’re still in thrall to
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the weary modernist mythos of progress Goings
in art. on
Today, when “art” has come to mean anything
About Town
that you can’t think of another word for, the
Explore
game of historical priorities is turning into
a
sport for specialists. But the concentrated
spirituality—egoless consciousness—that is
delivered by the best pictures here, so fresh that
they might have been made this morning or
tomorrow or decades from now, feels like news
that is new again.
— Peter Schjeldahl

ART
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“Delacroix”
Through Jan. 6.
Metropolitan Museum
Fifth Ave. at 82nd St.
Uptown
212 535 7710
Website

Tickets

Eugène Delacroix, the subject of this grand
retrospective, was a boﬀo performer in paint,
bent on annual dominance at Paris’s Beaux-Arts
Salon from his rst sensational entry there,
“The Barque of Dante,” in 1822, until 1863,
with “Ovid Among the Scythians” (which he’d
painted in 1859). He was at no pains to conceal
the in uence of Venetian and Flemish Old
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Masters—Veronese and Tintoretto in particular,
Goings on
but Rubens more than any other. The results
About Town
often suggest incredibly exalted fan ction. The
Explore
show ends with “Lion Hunt” (1855), a vast
painting, based on precedents by Rubens, that
was damaged in a re, in 1870, leaving only the
bottom two-thirds of it intact. A frontal,
tumultuous scrum of two big cats, three horses,
and ve Arabian hunters threatens to burst from
the canvas. Claws, hooves, teeth, and scimitars
contend. Primary colors blaze. Black resounds.
It’s a dazzling picture, but Delacroix’s open
competition with Rubens, who was denied a
riposte by virtue of being two centuries
deceased, gives it the air of an elephantine
bagatelle.
— Peter Schjeldahl

ART

MUSEUMS AND LIBRARIES

“Charles White: A
Retrospective”
Through Jan. 13.
Museum of Modern Art
11 W. 53rd St.
Midtown
212 708 9400
Website

Tickets
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Courtesy The National Center of Afro-American Artists © The
Charles White Archives

Since his death, in 1979, the once renowned
African-American artist Charles White has
been eclipsed in reputation by two of his former
students: David Hammons and Kerry James
Marshall. His revelatory retrospective at
MOMA will change that, and not just because
White is one of the nest draftsmen our
country has ever produced. (Hammons made
this point at the museum last year, when he
paired White and Leonardo da Vinci in a twoperson show.) Marshall nails the impact of
White’s gurative oeuvre in the catalogue’s
preface: “His most accomplished drawings
achieve true perfection. The eﬀect is dazzling,
eﬃcient, and never extravagant.” The restraint of
the portraits White made in the course of three
decades—whether his subject was Harry
Belafonte, Harriet Tubman, or a street preacher
in aviator shades—reminds us that dignity
elevates politics. The urgency of his message—
our shared humanity—could not arrive at a
more critical time.
— Andrea K. Scott
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Through Nov. 10.
Schuss
73 Leonard St.
Downtown
212 219 9918
Website

Photograph Courtesy Kerry Schuss

The gallery celebrates its twentieth anniversary
by closing shop on the Lower East Side and
returning to its rst home, in Tribeca, with a
discovery-studded thirty-three-person show.
Subtitled “The Anthology of Interplanetary
Folk Art Vol. 2: The Rings of Saturn,” it sprang
from the matchless curatorial mind of Bob
Nickas, who intersperses art works and album
covers (from Alice Coltrane’s “A Monastic Trio”
to “The Sounds of Sea Animals”). The latter
usher in one of the show’s thematic motifs: the
Golden Disc, which was sent into space on
NASA probes to introduce aliens to the culture
of Earth, mostly through music. Artists whose
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work implies auditory theatrics (Tony Conrad,
Goings on
Lonnie Holley, Dave Muller) are balanced
by Town
About
those with psychedelic or astral concerns (Lisa
Explore
Beck, Helen Rae, Richard Tinkler). Of special
note are the New York-based Ugandan Leilah
Babirye, whose abstracted, embellished wooden
gure could hold its own with a Jack Whitten
totem, and the L.A.-based phenom Lazaros,
whose mixed-material potions—Canal Street
nds submerged in oil and handsomely encased
in glass—split the diﬀerence between foundobject sculpture and magic spell.
— Andrea K. Scott

ART
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“Pontormo: Miraculous
Encounters”
Through Jan. 6.
Morgan Library & Museum
225 Madison Ave., at 36th St.
Midtown
212 685 0008
Website
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Courtesy Pieve dei Santi Michele e Francesco, Carmignano

The small show “Pontormo: Miraculous
Encounters,” at the Morgan Library, centers on
one of the damnedest great paintings of all time:
Jacopo Pontormo’s “Visitation” (1528-29), on
loan from a church near Florence. It’s a fanfare
for Mannerism—Renaissance form gone
carefully berserk—which Pontormo followed
Michelangelo in initiating. It portrays the
young, pregnant Virgin Mary graciously
greeting her elder, Elizabeth, who is also
pregnant (with John the Baptist) and looks
gobsmacked by happiness, as two saints gaze out
from behind them. The lovely anecdote nests in
a riot of raiment in colors rarely seen together:
dark olive, pinks dreaming of magenta, cerulean
blue with aqua on its mind, an electric mint
i l t
d
hit th t
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green, violent orange, and a creamy white that,

Goings on
About
in shadow, shifts to sage. In the far distance of Town

the nonchalantly irrational architectural setting,
Explore
two men enact what looks very much like a gay
cruising scene, plausible for Pontormo. The
work simultaneously maximizes the two classic
functions of painting, narrative and decoration,
like nothing else you have seen.
— Peter Schjeldahl
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“Sarah Lucas: Au Naturel”
Through Jan. 20.
New Museum
235 Bowery, at Prince St.
Downtown
212 219 1222
Website

Tickets

Works by the scrumptiously naughty Brit ll
three oors. The sculptures, photographs, videos,
and installations run to jokes about genitals
(clownish phalli, insolent female parts) and a
lampoon of religion, including a life-size
cruci ed Jesus covered in a mosaic of Marlboro
cigarettes, for some reason. Plaster casts of the
nude bottom halves of eight friends, posed
sassily on furniture and plumbing xtures, sport
cigarettes stuck in one or the other ori ce. Is it
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fun? Sure, though the show is rather one-note
in on
Goings
its eﬀects of calculated cheekiness. Lucas,
one ofTown
About
the Young British Artists who frisked to fame
Explore
three decades ago, is expert at both fabrication
and mise en scène—a real pro with materials
and adept at exploiting her raﬃsh personal
charm. Billboard-size photographic selfportraits tickle by presenting a hopelessly nicelooking person in butch poses: the artist as
weaponized gamine.
— Peter Schjeldahl
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“The Progressive Revolution”
Through Jan. 20.
Asia Society
Park Ave. at 70th St.
Uptown
212 288 6400
Website

In 1947, in the wake of the Partition, six men in
Bombay (now Mumbai), most of them painters,
formed the Progressive Art Group. Their work
would represent the new India, rejecting the
namby-pamby, Raj-in uenced Bengal School in
favor of a bold new approach, secular and
international, inspired as much by European
Cubism and Japanese scroll paintings as by the
Mughal miniatures and folk traditions of their
own country. (As it expanded, the group
counted only one woman among its ranks,
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Bhanu Rajopadhye, who went on to win Goings
India’s on
rst Academy Award, for costume design.)
About Town
History likes its summaries tidy, but the
Explore
P.A.G.’s art, like the subcontinent, sprawls
beyond convenient narratives, as the eighty
works here, made by twelve artists between 1944
and 1997, make clear, from the agitated
guration of F. N. Souza to the tranquil,
landscape-in ected abstraction of V. S.
Gaitande. If the show has a lodestar, it might be
Souza’s urgent self-portrait, painted, in 1949, in
a palette so fevered that even the blues and the
greens look hot to the touch. He stands naked,
directly regarding the viewer, holding a
paintbrush like a tool with which to build a new
world.
— Andrea K. Scott

ART
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“Chagall, Lissitzky, Malevich”
Through Jan. 6.
Jewish Museum
Fifth Ave. at 92nd St.
Uptown
212 423 3200
Website
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Artwork by Marc Chagall / ARS / Art Resource. Photograph
Courtesy The Jewish Museum

During four heady, postrevolutionary years in
Vitebsk, from 1918 to 1922, the Russian painter
Marc Chagall, known for his lyrical guration
and dreamy palette, joined forces with two
unlikely allies: the avant-gardists Kazimir
Malevich and El Lissitzky, who masterminded
the stripped-down geometric formalism known
as Suprematism. Chagall invited them to teach
at the People’s Art School, his newly founded
all-ages academy, which catered to the area’s
working-class Jewish population. In this
focussed exhibition, iconic examples of the
artists’ works—Chagall’s “Over Vitebsk,” from
1915-20, in which the mythical gure of the
Wandering Jew ies above a Cubist-inspired
cityscape; Malevich’s dynamic canvases of
oating red and black rectangles; Lissitzky’s
agitprop prints, featuring bold shapes and
scattered type—are shown alongside the work of
their enthusiastic students. The winning design
of a competition to decorate a theatre, a jagged
Suprematist composition in gouache by a
member of the radical intergenerational art and
design collective UNOVIS, exempli es the
utopian spirit of the time, while a deliriously
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bright still-life of exaggerated, machine-age
Goings on
angles, by a pupil of both Chagall and Malevich,
About Town
is a battle eld of duelling in uences.
— Johanna Fateman
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